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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a debilitating neurode-
generative condition second only to Alzheimer’s 
disease and essential tremor in prevalence. In indus-

trialized countries, the prevalence of PD is estimated to 
reach 0.3% of the entire population and 1% of individuals 
over the age of 60 years.3 PD is characterized by the triad 

of tremor, rigidity, and akinesia.9 Levodopa (L-dopa) has 
been prescribed for the treatment of the motor dysfunc-
tions of PD for decades. However, L-dopa will frequently 
cause dyskinesias (involuntary sudden motor movements) 
and motor fluctuations with increasingly shorter and in-
consistent benefit after years of treatment.9
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OBJECTIVE Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurological movement disorder that is commonly treated with 
deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery in advanced stages. The purpose of this study was to investigate factors that affect 
time to placement of a second-sided DBS lead for PD when a unilateral lead is initially placed for asymmetrical presen-
tation. The decision whether to initially perform unilateral or bilateral DBS is largely based on physician and/or patient 
preference.
METHODS This study was a retrospective cohort analysis of patients with PD undergoing initial unilateral DBS for 
asymmetrical disease between January 1999 and December 2017 at the authors’ institution. Patients treated with DBS 
for essential tremor or other conditions were excluded. Variables collected included demographics at surgery, time 
since diagnosis, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale motor scores (UPDRS-III), patient-reported quality-of-life 
outcomes, side of operation, DBS target, intraoperative complications, and date of follow-up. Paired t-tests were used 
to assess mean changes in UPDRS-III. Cox proportional hazards analysis and the Kaplan-Meier method were used to 
determine factors associated with time to second lead insertion over 5 years.
RESULTS The final cohort included 105 patients who underwent initial unilateral DBS for asymmetrical PD; 59% of pa-
tients had a second-sided lead placed within 5 years with a median time of 34 months. Factors found to be significantly 
associated with early second-sided DBS included patient age 65 years or younger, globus pallidus internus (GPi) target, 
and greater off-medication reduction in UPDRS-III score following initial surgery. Older age was also found to be associ-
ated with a smaller preoperative UPDRS-III levodopa responsiveness score and with a smaller preoperative to postoper-
ative medication-off UPDRS-III change.
CONCLUSIONS Younger patients, those undergoing GPi-targeted unilateral DBS, and patients who responded better 
to the initial DBS were more likely to undergo early second-sided lead placement. Therefore, these patients, and patients 
who are more responsive to medication preoperatively (as a proxy for DBS responsiveness), may benefit from consider-
ation of initial bilateral DBS.
https://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2019.12.JNS19638
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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) for PD has been shown 
to provide significant benefits in terms of both quality of 
life (QOL) and mobility for patients who are intolerant 
of L-dopa therapy.1,4,5,11,14,17,18 Patients typically undergo 
unilateral or bilateral stimulation depending on symptom 
asymmetry. Although bilateral DBS is more common, 
a proportion of patients with predominantly unilateral 
symptoms will undergo unilateral implantation in an at-
tempt to address the patient’s symptoms while mitigating 
surgical risk. There is limited literature indicating the fac-
tors that determine time to placement of a second lead, or 
whether a second lead is placed at all, following unilat-
eral stimulation. Petraglia et al. determined that there are 
no significant differences in complication rates between 
bilateral and staged procedures. Furthermore, the proce-
dures are similar in terms of healthcare cost.12 Therefore, 
the decision whether to perform a bilateral or unilateral 
lead implantation rests with neurological surgeons and 
their patients, and may be influenced by the relative asym-
metry of symptoms as well as patient functional goals 
and preferences. At our institution this decision is made 
by a team of neurosurgeons, neurologists, and neuropsy-
chologists during a patient management conference. The 
decision is based on the patient’s presentation (primarily 
symptom asymmetry), goals, and caregiver experience.

An investigation by Taba et al. of unilateral DBS for 
PD in 52 patients revealed that 48% of patients undergo-
ing unilateral stimulation chose not to progress to bilat-
eral stimulation at 6 months postoperatively.15 However, 
this study prospectively examined factors that influenced 
patient choice whether or not to receive a second lead, and 
did not fully address preoperative factors such as depres-
sion, patient-determined motor function at baseline, and 
preoperative QOL that may have influenced second lead 
placement. Additionally, the study only examined the bi-
nary outcome of receiving a second lead or not receiving a 
second lead, and did not examine how preoperative factors 
impacted timing to second lead placement. The present 
study aimed to address the preoperative factors that influ-
ence time to contralateral lead placement within 5 years 
of initial surgery in DBS for PD. We hypothesized that 
patients with worse motor symptoms at baseline, better L-
dopa responsiveness, worse baseline QOL and depression, 
shorter disease duration, and younger age at first surgery 
would be more likely to receive a second lead and in a 
shorter time period.

Methods
Study Population

After obtaining approval from our institutional review 
board, we performed a retrospective cohort analysis of all 
patients undergoing unilateral DBS for PD at our institu-
tion between January 1999 and December 2017. Patients 
under the age of 18 years and patients with other condi-
tions that affect motor function (such as stroke, malig-
nancy, or neuropathy) were excluded to limit confounding 
factors in the present study. All patients who underwent 
DBS for PD in this study were discussed in a patient man-
agement conference prior to planning surgery. These con-
ferences were attended by experts in the field at our insti-

tution. They determined whether the patient should have 
unilateral or bilateral lead placement, as well as whether 
the target should be the subthalamic nucleus (STN) or the 
globus pallidus internus (GPi).

Data Collection
Preoperative variables collected included the follow-

ing: age at surgery; sex; body mass index (BMI); handed-
ness; PD diagnosis date; Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rat-
ing Scale (UPDRS) motor score (UPDRS-III)/Movement 
Disorder Society revision of UPDRS (MDS-UPDRS); 
patient-determined motor function (i.e., UPDRS self-eval-
uation score [UPDRS-II]); Patient Health Questionnaire–9 
(PHQ-9) scores; EuroQol–5 Dimensions (EQ-5D) scores; 
median income; and ZIP code distance from the Cleveland 
Clinic main campus. Intraoperative variables included side 
of surgery, surgical site (STN or GPi), and whether an intra-
operative complication occurred. Postoperative variables 
collected included UPDRS-III/MDS-UPDRS scores, lat-
est date of follow-up, and date of death if applicable.

Collected UPDRS scores were identified as either the 
older UPDRS-III or as the newer MDS-UPDRS. Hoehn 
and Yahr scores, when available, were used to convert 
MDS-UPDRS to UPDRS-III.7

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4. 

Patient demographics and clinical characteristics at base-
line (at first DBS) are summarized descriptively with 
mean, frequency, and percentage. Paired t-tests were used 
to confirm whether the sample as a whole improved per 
UPDRS-III from the preoperative off-medication state af-
ter the first and second surgeries. Time from initial DBS 
to second-side DBS or to last contact if no second DBS 
lead was inserted was calculated, with censoring after 5 
years. Two patients died within 5 years and were censored 
at time of death; death was not considered as a competing 
risk for a second DBS implant. Numerical variables were 
grouped into 2 groups based on median values. The Kap-
lan-Meier method and Cox proportional hazards models 
were used to determine factors that were potentially asso-
ciated with no second DBS over 5 years. Median no-sec-
ond-surgery times and survival curves were based on the 
Kaplan-Meier method, whereas the hazard ratio of early 
second DBS was estimated using the Cox model. Statisti-
cal significance was set at p ≤ 0.05.

Results
This study included 105 patients diagnosed with PD 

who underwent unilateral DBS without a preliminary plan 
for second lead placement (and in whom the first lead was 
placed between January 1, 1999, and February 20, 2017) 
out of a total of 1011 patients undergoing unilateral, bilat-
eral, or staged DBS for PD at our institution during this 
timeframe (10.4%). The sample was 25% female, with a 
mean age of 64 years (SD 8.5 years) and an average of 
9.8 years (SD 5.2 years) since PD diagnosis. Sixty-three 
patients had initial left-sided DBS (60%) and 42 had ini-
tial right-sided DBS (40%). Table 1 summarizes the dem-
ographic data.
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Analysis of second DBS insertion within the 5-year fol-
low-up is summarized in Table 2. Sixty-two patients (59%) 
had opposite-side DBS within 5 years, and the median 
time from initial unilateral surgery to second-side surgery 
was 34 months. Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed a prob-
ability of second-sided DBS of 22% at 12 months, 41% at 
24 months, and 51% at 36 months. Subjects 65 years of age 
or younger had almost 3-fold the risk of second lead place-
ment within 5 years, when compared with subjects older 
than 65 years (p = 0.005) (Fig. 1). The Kaplan-Meier–es-
timated median time without a second-sided DBS surgery 
was 29 months for the younger group, whereas more than 
50% of the older group did not receive second-sided DBS 

at all. At 36 months, the probability of second lead place-
ment was 62.7% for patients aged 65 years and younger 
and 39.3% for those older than 65 years. Those with a GPi 
target had almost 3 times the risk of second lead place-
ment; all 8 patients who received GPi-targeted DBS had 
second-sided surgery within 36 months, whereas 53.1% of 
those with an STN target had no second-sided DBS at 36 
months (log-rank test, p = 0.01, Fig. 2). Further analysis 
of the GPi group showed that in 7 of the 8 patients GPi 
DBS was recommended because of significant dyskine-
sias. Six patients later had a contralateral lead implanted 
to control dyskinesias on the side ipsilateral to the initial 
lead. The seventh patient had contralateral surgery follow-

TABLE 1. Patient characteristics at initial DBS

Factor
All (N = 105)

No. Available Mean ± SD or Total No. (%)

Male sex 105 79 (75.2%)
Age (yrs) 105 64.0 ± 8.5
Age >65 yrs 105 51 (48.6%)
PD duration (yrs) 102 9.8 ± 5.2
PD duration >9 yrs 102 49 (48.0%)
BMI at first surgery 105 28.0 ± 5.1
BMI >30 105 34 (32.4%)
Median income (US$) 100 53,171.7 ± 15,809.8
Rt-hand dom 105 89 (84.8%)
Married 103 74 (71.8%)
Tobacco use ever 105 36 (34.3%)
PHQ-9 score 46 7.6 ± 5.8
EQ-5D score 32 0.72 ± 0.15
UPDRS-II (patient-scored motor ADL) score 41 15.1 ± 7.2
Surgical target 105  
 STN  97 (92.4%)
 GPi  8 (7.6%)
Surgery side 105  
 Lt  63 (60.0%)
 Rt  42 (40.0%)
Surgery side & dom hand 105  
 Lt-sided surgery, rt-dom  59 (56.2%)
 Rt-sided surgery, lt-dom  12 (11.4%)
 Surgery ipsilat to dom hand  34 (32.4%)
UPDRS preop medication-off 95 37.8 ± 11.3
UPDRS preop medication-on 92 21.1 ± 9.3
UPDRS postop medication-off/stimulation-on 88 20.8 ± 9.0
UPDRS absolute reduction & % reduction 
 Absolute reduction of preop medication-off to  
  medication-on

90 17.7 ± 10.2

 % reduction of preop medication-off to medication-on 90 45.1% ± 20.1%
 Absolute reduction of preop medication-off to postop  
  medication-off/stimulation-on

87 16.8 ± 12.7

 % reduction of preop medication-off to postop  
  medication-off/stimulation-on

87 41.7% ± 26.1%

ADL = activities of daily living; dom = dominant. 
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TABLE 2. Factors associated with 5-year no-DBS survival

Variable
No. of 

Pts
DBS w/in 5 
Yrs, No. (%)

KM Est Median Time,  
No-DBS Group (mos)

Cox Hazards Model
Unadj HR (95% CI) p Value Adj HR (95% CI) p Value

Overall 105 62 (59) 34
Demographics
 Age in yrs
  ≤65 54 40 (74) 29 2.09 (1.24, 3.53) 0.006 2.78 (1.45, 5.32) 0.002
  >65 51 22 (43)  — —
 Sex
  Female 26 13 (50) 42 —
  Male 79 49 (62) 34 1.31 (0.71, 2.41) 0.39
BMI
 ≤30 71 40 (56) 42 —
 >30 34 22 (65) 24 1.32 (0.78, 2.21) 0.30
Median income
 ≤US$50,000 48 26 (54) 48 —
 >US$50,000 52 34 (65) 26 1.35 (0.81, 2.25) 0.25
Dominant hand
 Lt 16 10 (63) 29 1.28 (0.65, 2.53) 0.47
 Rt 89 52 (58) 35 —
Marital status
 Other 29 14 (48) —
 Married 74 47 (64) 31 1.37 (0.75, 2.49) 0.30
Tobacco use
 Never used 69 40 (58) 46 —
 Ever used 36 22 (61) 31 1.00 (0.60, 1.69) 0.99
Health status measures
 EQ-5D score
  ≤0.7 14 10 (71) 8 1.35 (0.60, 3.06) 0.47
  >0.7 18 14 (78) 29 —
 PHQ-9 score
  ≤6 24 19 (79) 29 —
  >6 22 16 (73) 13 1.24 (0.64, 2.43) 0.52
 UPDRS-II (M-EDL) score
  ≤13 21 18 (86) 23 —
  >13 20 14 (70) 13 1.02 (0.50, 2.06) 0.96
Disease duration in yrs
 <9 53 34 (64) 23 1.42 (0.85, 2.36)
 ≥9 49 26 (53) 43 — 0.18
Surgery record
 DBS target
  STN 97 54 (56) 43 — —
  GPi 8 8 (100) 19 2.59 (1.21, 5.54) 0.01 2.78 (1.14, 6.76) 0.02
 Surgery side
  Lt 63 33 (52) 46 —
  Rt 42 29 (69) 27 1.50 (0.91, 2.48) 0.11
 Surgery side/dom hand
  Lt surgery/rt dom hand 59 32 (54) 46 —
  Rt surgery/lt dom hand 12 9 (75) 21 1.72 (0.82, 3.60) 0.15
  Ipsilat surgery & dom hand 34 21 (62) 30 1.29 (0.75, 2.25) 0.36

CONTINUED ON PAGE 390 »
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ing progression of tremors ipsilateral to the initial lead. 
Finally, for every unit of greater absolute UPDRS reduc-
tion following the first surgery, the likelihood of second 
lead placement increased 3%.

We also evaluated UPDRS scores in relation to age at 
first DBS and duration of PD at first DBS (Table 3). Older 
age was not associated with preoperative off-medication 
UPDRS score, but it was associated with a smaller abso-
lute reduction (r = -0.29, p = 0.006) and smaller percent 
reduction (r = -0.33, p = 0.002) of preoperative off- to 
on-medication UPDRS score. Older age was also signifi-
cantly associated with a smaller absolute reduction (r = 
-0.23, p = 0.032) and smaller percent reduction (r = -0.3, 
p = 0.004) of preoperative off-medication to postoperative 
off-medication/on-stimulation UPDRS score.

Of interest, QOL variables including PHQ-9, EQ-5D, 
and UPDRS-II (i.e., patient-determined motor function); 
socioeconomic factors including median income and 
marital status; and sex were not found to be significant 
predictors of earlier second-side DBS. Additionally, as a 
whole, group UPDRS-III improved from the preoperative 
off-medication state to the postoperative on-stimulation/
off-medication state by 23.5 (SD 12.5) points or 58.8% 
(SD 0.21%) after the first surgery, and 17 (SD 13.0) points 
or 41% (SD 0.26%) after the second surgery, for those who 
had a second surgery.

Discussion
PD is a relatively common neurological disease that 

significantly affects QOL and mortality3 and manifests as 
tremor, rigidity, and/or akinesia.9 L-dopa is the mainstay 
of PD medical treatment, but when it leads to dyskinesias 
and inconsistent benefit due to nonpredictable on- and off-
medication cycles,9 DBS of the STN or the GPi is a highly 
effective alternative.1,4,5,11,14,17,18 However, some questions 
concerning DBS remain incompletely explored, such as 
what factors indicate whether to perform initial unilateral 

or bilateral DBS in patients with asymmetrical disease. 
This study aimed to establish predictive factors of early 
second-side surgery following unilateral DBS for PD as 
a means to determine which patients with asymmetrical 
disease should be initially treated with bilateral rather 
than unilateral DBS. Via this investigation, we could im-
prove the preoperative decision-making process regarding 
unilateral versus bilateral surgery by learning from his-
torical cases.

We hypothesized that patients with worse motor symp-
toms at baseline, better L-dopa responsiveness, worse 
baseline QOL and depression, shorter disease duration, 
and younger age at first surgery would be more likely to 
receive a second lead and in a shorter time period. We 
found a 5-year second-surgery incidence of 59% within 
our cohort. This was very similar to the 3.5-year second-
surgery incidence of 52% found by Taba et al.15

TABLE 2. Factors associated with 5-year no-DBS survival

Variable
No. of 

Pts
DBS w/in 5 
Yrs, No. (%)

KM Est Median Time,  
No-DBS Group (mos)

Cox Hazards Model
Unadj HR (95% CI) p Value Adj HR (95% CI) p Value

Preop UPDRS score
 UPDRS medication-off 95 58 (61) 30 1.01 (0.985, 1.03) 0.479
 UPDRS medication-on 93 54 (58) 30 0.997 (0.969, 1.03) 0.818
 Absolute reduction from off 90 53 (59) 30 1.02 (0.993, 1.05) 0.156
 % reduction from off 90 53 (59) 30 2.04 (0.511, 8.12) 0.313
Postop UPDRS score
 UPDRS medication-off/stimulation- 
  on

62 56 (90) 15 1.01 (0.979, 1.04) 0.52

 Absolute reduction from preop  
  medication-off

59 53 (90) 15 1.03 (1.0, 1.05) 0.037

 % reduction from preop medication- 
  off

59 53 (90) 15 3.075 (0.833, 11.36) 0.92

Adj = adjusted; Est = estimated; HR = hazard ratio; KM = Kaplan-Meier; M-EDL = motor experiences of daily living; Pts = patients; Unadj = unadjusted; — = reference 
value.

» CONTINUED FROM PAGE 389

FIG. 1. Kaplan-Meier analysis showing that younger age is a significant 
predictor of early second-side DBS surgery. mo = months.
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Within our cohort, younger age, greater difference 
between off-medication preoperative and postoperative 
UPDRS-III scores, and GPi target were all found to be 
significant predictors of early second-side surgery follow-
ing unilateral DBS. Larger preoperative medication-off to 
medication-on UPDRS-III reduction also trended toward 
significance. Our findings differ from previous ones by 
Taba et al., who found that the baseline motor score was 
the most important factor in establishing whether a patient 
would go on to have a second lead placed and that patients 
with stimulation of the STN rather than the GPi were sig-
nificantly more likely to eventually receive a second lead.15 
Greater preoperative difference between off-medication 
and on-medication UPDRS-III has previously been identi-
fied as a predictive factor for greater QOL improvement 
following DBS for PD.6 Frizon et al.6 indicated that for 
every 1% of additional preoperative on-medication ver-
sus off-medication increase in UPDRS-III change, patient 
improvement odds increased by 4.5%. This corroborates 
our finding that greater decreases in the UPDRS-III score 
from pre- to postoperative states following unilateral DBS 
lead to increased chances of undergoing second surgery, 
probably due to increased confidence in a positive out-
come. However, because response to unilateral lead place-
ment is not known preoperatively, L-dopa responsiveness 
before surgery acts as a potential surrogate for this predic-
tive factor.

The finding that younger patients were more likely to 
receive a second lead could be due to the potential for more 
years of life with the disease and therefore more willing-
ness to undergo a second surgery to improve their QOL 
long-term. Younger patients may also experience greater 
initial improvement in motor function and QOL after DBS 
compared to older patients2 (Table 3). Meanwhile, older 
patients may elect not to pursue second-side surgery due 
to factors such as advancing cognitive issues, other medi-
cal/personal comorbidities, and potentially more effective 
postoperative medication control than younger patients.8 
Additionally, because PD is characteristically a disease 
of older individuals,3 younger patients may have been in 
earlier stages of their disease at the time of their initial 

unilateral surgery. Thus, younger patients’ disease may 
be more likely to worsen over time, leading them to un-
dergo a second surgery. However, Miller-Patterson et al. 
have recently shown that disease asymmetry in PD does 
not seem to change over a period of 5 years.10 Despite this 
fact, overall disease progression involving both sides over 
time may still lead to worsening contralateral symptoms 
that eventually warrant surgery.

Finally, a GPi target being a significant predictor of 
early second surgery compared to an STN target is prob-
ably a product of the intentions of treatment. The GPi was 
disproportionately recommended by our group over STN 
for patients who suffered significantly from dyskinesias.13 
The typical goal of GPi stimulation is to reduce dyskine-
sias from L-dopa.13 Unlike patients treated with STN DBS, 
patients implanted with GPi DBS leads are not prescribed 
lower L-dopa dosages to prevent dyskinesias from devel-
oping postoperatively.16 Thus, if patients are maintained on 
their preoperative medication doses, they are likely to de-
velop contralateral dyskinesias, warranting surgery on the 
contralateral side. This hypothesis was supported on fur-
ther analysis of the GPi group, because 6 of the 8 patients 
who underwent GPi stimulation received a contralateral 
lead due to persistent or worsening dyskinesia ipsilateral 
to the initial lead.

Data from this study have been longitudinally incorpo-
rated into our practice over time. This group has found that 
STN DBS is the preferable target overall for PD and works 
very well for most patients in terms of motor outcomes, 
reduction of dopaminergic medication, ease of program-
ming, and patient satisfaction. For patients undergoing GPi 
stimulation for dyskinesia-predominant symptoms, bilat-
eral implantation in the intraoperative MRI suite is pre-
ferred. In keeping with these accumulated data, our group 
performs unilateral STN implantation less frequently due 
to the recognition that many patients were returning for 
second-side surgery. The primary exception for this trend 
has been seen in tremor-predominant patients, and patients 
with primarily unilateral tremor are still offered unilateral 
STN DBS for symptom management.

Limitations and Strengths
This study has several limitations. First, the study was 

limited by its design as a retrospective cohort analysis, 
which intrinsically contains increased levels of confound-

TABLE 3. Association of UPDRS-III score with age and duration 
of PD at first DBS

UPDRS-III Score Age PD Duration

Preop medication-off −0.004 (0.967) 0.14 (0.191)
Preop medication-off to 
medication-on
 Absolute reduction −0.29 (0.006) 0.16 (0.143)
 % reduction −0.33 (0.002) 0.16 (0.149)
Preop medication-off to postop 
medication-off/stimulation-on
 Absolute reduction −0.23 (0.032) 0.03 (0.781)
 % reduction −0.3 (0.004) −0.07 (0.518)

Values are expressed as rho (p value).

FIG. 2. Kaplan-Meier analysis showing DBS target in relation to likeli-
hood of second surgery.
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ing and bias compared to most prospective designs. Due 
to its retrospective nature via chart review, the study was 
also subject to loss to follow-up, which was controlled via 
censoring patients at last follow-up or death. Although we 
attempted to control confounding in this study by the in-
clusion of multiple variables and examination of complica-
tions and comorbidities, unavailable data due to lack of col-
lection retrospectively may have affected the results of this 
study. We also did not track individual reasons for second 
lead placement in this study. However, based on experience 
in our practice, patients who respond well to unilateral 
DBS frequently will request second-side treatment without 
prompting. In some cases, patients notice that symptoms 
on the untreated side are more bothersome after treatment. 
An additional limitation is that the total of 1011 patients in 
the study cohort from which the 105 individually reviewed 
patients with unilateral DBS were derived was based on 
diagnostic and procedural codes, and so there may be a mi-
nor error in the total number of patients undergoing DBS 
for PD over the study period. Despite the limitations of this 
study, our cohort of 105 patients is one of the larger cohorts 
in a study of patients with PD post-DBS.

Conclusions
In this study we found that younger age, greater off-

medication improvement in UPDRS-III score after DBS, 
and GPi target were predictors of early second-side sur-
gery following unilateral DBS for PD. In the future, larger 
multicenter retrospective studies on this topic or prospec-
tive studies may be useful in determining more predictive 
factors that can further improve the neurosurgeon–patient 
decision process.
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